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Motivation for Theme 7

IEEE Spectrum, Dec 02, 2021, AI Training Is Outpacing Moore’s Law - IEEE Spectrum

• Are “improvements to software as well as architecture” enough?
• Can we keep doing this with existing technology?

https://spectrum.ieee.org/ai-training-mlperf


Motivation for Theme 7

• Both Compute and Communication 
are important.  Communication / 
data movement grows faster than 
Compute

• Need technology solutions that 
address both Compute and Comms.  
New trajectories needed:
– Improve compute by 100-1000X 
– Improve comms / data movement by 100-

1000X

https://www.src.org/about/sustainability/ (Oct 2021)

https://www.src.org/about/sustainability/
https://www.src.org/about/sustainability/


Theme 7 is a Technology Theme

Theme 7 needs to help enable System Themes (1-5) → broad agenda



Theme 7 Overview
• Disruptive innovations in active and passive devices → Breakthroughs 
• Orders of magnitude improvements in scaling, energy efficiency, density, throughput, latency, and 

novel functionalities
• Close coupling between materials and device research
• Applications:

– Distributed compute
– Communication
– Sensing
– Networking
– Memory and storage systems
– …

• Goal: foundational building blocks from novel materials, processes, devices
Common features:
– Co-design with circuit and architectural considerations, with various FOM and operating characteristics
– Materials development, innovative metrologies, device demonstration of viable process integration
– Experimental demonstrations, benchmarking, multi-scale physics-based modeling



Theme 7 Details



Theme 7 Examples of Desired Topics

1. High-performance, energy efficient devices for 
logic, memory, analog computing, power, and 
sensing

2. High-performance passive components
3. Novel memory (e.g. scalable NVM that can be 

integrated with CMOS) and exploratory memory 
element concepts

4. Devices enabling disruptive memory applications 
including but not limited to BEOL compatible 
transistors for dense memory arrays and 
innovative selector devices

5. Modeling of technologies and designs for 
application requirement for synthesis

6. Advanced Manufacturing Technology & 
Integration

7. Innovative metrology, physical – electrical –
thermal characterizations, test platforms, from 
devices to memory systems

8. Material development beyond logic, memory, and 
interconnect (e.g. RF, analog, thermals, extreme 
conditions)

9. Enhanced Materials Discovery (High Throughput 
Experiments)

10. Enabling the fundamental examination / re-
engineering of compute stack via codesign of 
materials / device / circuit / 
architecture/algorithm/programmability

From “JUMP 2.0 Research Needs V3”, released Dec 2022
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Defining the Scope:  Interconnect as Example (1)

• Start with benchmarking and define a relevant metric
SRC nCORE kickoff meeting, Feb 2020
SRC JUMP ASCENT review, Aug 2021Data: M. van der Veen et al (imec), IITC 2018

L
Rline

Rvia

Rvia

A simple metric for interconnect
Rtotal = Rline + 2 Rvia

24nm pitch, 14nm width, AR=2



Defining the Scope:  Interconnect as Example (2)

• Use the metric to set research goals
SRC nCORE kickoff meeting, Feb 2020
SRC JUMP ASCENT review, Aug 2021

Systematic research desired:
- New physics
- New materials



Defining the Scope:  Interconnect as Example (3)

• Evaluate and improve
SRC JUMP ASCENT review, Aug 2021SRC research progress in 2020-2021:

• Successful precursor synthesis of Ru, Co, Ti (Wayne State, ASCENT 2776.057)
• Improved nucleation Ru ALD led to larger grains and bulk-like resistivity (UCSD, 

ASCENT 2776.010)
• EE-ALD with background reactive gas led to low temperature growth of 

smooth TiN and Ru films (Colorado, ASCENT 2776.009)
• Anneal of Ru with Graphene cap and/or 2D liner led to lower resistivity

(Purdue, nCORE NEWLIMITS 2819.020)
• Synthesized MoP nanowire resistivity may be lower than Ru at <1000nm2

(Yale, nCORE IMPACT 2966.005)**
• CoSi (a semimetal) grown on GaN led to very low resistivity for 20nm film 

(Notre Dame, nCORE IMPACT 2966.004)
• A few ternary and quarternary material options identified (Stanford, nCORE

IMPACT 2966.001; RPI, nCORE IMPACT 2966.002)
** Prof Judy Cha won the 2021 SRC Young Faculty Award for her work on MoP →
industry acknowledgement of importance of new interconnect materials research

• Need to consider stability, resistance to oxidation, reliability, fabrication, cost  → Multiple options needed

???

projected



Throughput and Coverage:  Challenges
• A typical research group can experimentally evaluate only ~2 materials per year

 Most options left unexplored (Billions of materials can be made from ~70 readily available elements)
 Each multi-year program can only look at several materials → expensive in time and opportunity cost
 Tend to “lock-in” research direction, even when data shows chosen materials are not feasible
 Throughput too small to enable effective coupling between modeling and experiments

• Can we do this differently?  What about using High Throughput Experiments?
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4803530

Key features:
• Automated, parallel synthesis of materials (hundreds to thousands at a time) 
• Rapidly test each individual material or composition for 1-2 properties 



Throughput and Coverage: Phase Change Materials Screening Example
• Materials screening for novel PCM (SRC IMPACT 2966.010. Ack: Prof Ichiro Takeuchi, U. Maryland)

– High Throughput Experiments: using high vacuum sputtering with 3 targets
– Fast characterization of bandgap, using laser beam scanning ellipsometry
– Extended to explore a new class of ternary PCM (Ti-Sb-Te)



Throughput and Coverage: Solar Cell Materials Discovery Example
• https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/04/27/1021753/fast-forward-2/ : “Speeding up the development of solar cell 

materials, using machine learning, robots, and good old-fashioned teamwork” (Ack: Prof Tonio Buonassisi, MIT)
• Goals: to find viable alternatives to silicon for use in capturing solar energy. “The sheer number of perovskites is 

exciting—there could be thousands out there that match up well with different applications.”

• Three required components:
(1) High-throughput experiments
(2) Automated analysis to run tests in parallel
(3) Algorithms trained on theoretical knowledge and previous results to make smarter guesses 

https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/04/27/1021753/fast-forward-2/


Throughput and Coverage: Device Research Example
• Increase throughput by using Machine Learning to find optimal process conditions faster

• New examples appearing in publications (CNT, 2D transistor device, …)

(Ack: Prof Tonio Buonassisi, MIT)



Suggestions to Proposers
• Theme 7 has a broad agenda.  Focus on key ideas and try not to cover all topics

• Center proposers:
– Stay focused on what your center wants to do, and listen to the collective inputs from industry & DARPA
– Articulate and co-develop links to other Themes
– Define the right scope and be aggressive, strive towards orders of magnitude improvements
– Balance and cross-pollinate between device and materials research
– Think “100X” in throughput and coverage for materials screening, and device optimization
– Create collaboration opportunities and shared direction among center researchers

• Individual proposers:
– Understand the theme goals and how your proposal helps the center goal
– Articulate how your proposal can expand the scope, or increase the throughput
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